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The use of the Extraordinary Vessels and Shigo in Meridia
Genan Kuzuno sensei and will be the focus of this weekend
The instructor will also take a more detailed look at the pri
Therapy delving into HT, PC patterns or KD excess. The c
sensitivities, increase awareness, and provide additional too

Friday + Saturday:  EV and Shigo, Integration to Root 
We will study Kuzuno Sensei’s intricate and intelligent sys
and Shigo (Midday/Midnight) as tools for diagnosis and po
(local) treatments on Friday and Saturday.  These methods 
well as weaving brilliantly into the support of the root treat

This is a unique opportunity to study and explore the use o
1. Expanded pattern and points of EV tx. and use of m
2. Ki-Shin style abdominal/Hara dx.  
3. Gold-needle method for both excess type of and de

Saturday + Sunday:   
Hari style (Pulse-biofeedback +Touch-needling) of Mer
On this day, we will introduce super easy Hari style with P
needle techniques that will help develop the sensitivities ne
We will study the Sanshin techniques and Du channel tx. to

1. Hari style of needling Nenshin(1) w/Intuition-f
2. Sanshin therapy and + Du/GV channel tx. with
3. Integration w/EV, Shigo 

Requirement for Tools:  Below is info. for goods. We need i
CULIA.net or Lhasa OMS,  ebay, Amazon… 

From CULIA.net 
1. Hari UTT silver

UTT (round shape of tip) Silver Goshin (fil
2. Teishin pure Silver or Aluminum (Kozato st

(Blunt Needle.) Silver or Aluminum suggest
3. Gold Goshin     (Large filiform N.) UTT Gol
4. Magnet Sheet 

(Acu-magnet) 800 gauss M. pellet  Acc-Ban
5. Magnet Tester   (Acu-magnet)  a set of 3000
From another supplier: Lhasa OMS or ebay, Amazon
6. High power (≒or more than 10.000) small M
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19-20-21 August 2022 

Introduction to EV+Shigo and Japanese Meridian Therapy

9 : 0 0 Opening Ceremonies: Aoun Mantra

8/19 Friday 
EV and Shigo  

8/20 Saturday  
EV, Shigo and MT 

8/21 Sunday 
Meridian Therapy  

w/EV+Shigo+Du tx. & Sanshin

9:00-12:30

11:00-11:15
Tea Break

Introduction to 
*What is Kishin style of  

EV and Shigo? 
* Expanded EV pattern & Tools 
* Pulse quality dx.  

as biofeedback. Myakutei
* Sho determination: Root tx.

Demo.: whole Hari tx.

9-10:30am 
Reviews with Mark 

10:30-12:30pm 
Reviews from Friday and 

* Hari style Keiraku-chiryo: 
* How to use “inspiration” 
* SHO determination 
* Ōki jitsu & Jaki jitsu tx. 

* Demo.: whole Hari tx

* Local tx.: Touch N.
* Sanshin  
* Back/Du tx.w/Nenshin (2)  

+ Pulse feedback  

12:30-1:30 Lunch Break

1:30-3:00 Shigo dx. & tx. 
Kishin EV dx. & tx. 

Point location 
UTT, Gold needle, Magnet

* Oshide + Sashide and  
Hari Needling:
*Nenshin (1) (Ho) for Seiki  
w/I +breath +Kundalini

Practice: Pulse feedback
*Sho determination 

whole Hari tx 

3:00-3:10 Tea Break           

3:10-5:30 

*Sunday* 
4:15-5:00

Kishin abdominal/Hara dx. 

Practice: 
*EV+Shigo dx & tx. Hara dx., 

Q and A 

*Nenshin (2) (Sha) for Jaki 
w/I +super rotation  
Practice:  
*Sho w/EV+Shigo+Hara dx.   
*Point selection & location 
*Practice (1) Ho +(2)Sha 
Q and A 

Student txs. Practice: 
Pulsefeedback  

whole Hari tx. w/ hands-on 
support

* Discussion
** Tx. critique/  Q and A 


